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This decision was delivered ex tempore on 14 September 2016. The
following written decision has been prepared by reference to the
transcript of that decision. If there is any inconsistency reference should
be had to the transcript.

BACKGROUND

[ll So the background is, St Clair Pty Ltd, who I will refer to as "St Clair",
has made 10 applications for forfeiture, being applications 469433,
46944, 469435, 469436, 469437, 469438, 469440, 469441, 469442 and
469443 against 10 mining leases held by Oz Youanmi Pty Ltd, who I will
refer to as "Oz Youanmi". And they're affecting mining leases 57/109,
57/165, 57/51, 57/97, 57/164, 57/10, 57/166, 57/75, 57/160A and 57/167.
And it's for non-compliance with expenditure conditions pursuant to s 98
of the Mining Act 1978 (WA) and I refer to the Form 35A applications
lodged by St Clair 17 June 2015.

[21 In relation to, initially, the 10 applications, Oz Youanmi denied a
failure to comply with the expenditure conditions. Alternatively, [they]
stated that if there had been a failure, it was not sufficient to justify
forfeiture of the mining leases or the imposition of fines. And I refer to
the Form 3 6 responses lodged by Oz Youanmi on 7 July 2015.

[31 Now, on 19 February 2016, Oz Youanmi lodged an interlocutory
application, seeking security for costs in relation to 7 of the applications
for forfeiture. And the application seeks that:

. [St Clair] gives security for costs pursuant to regulation 167 of the
Mining Regulations 1981 in the amount of $84,138 or such other
amount as the Warden thinks fit, to be paid to the Director
General of Mines within 7 days of the date of this order.

2. That the applications for forfeiture be stayed until security for
costs has been paid.

3. That St Clair pay Oz Youanmi's costs of the interlocutory
application, such amount to be taxed, if not agreed.

4. That Oz Youanmi's costs of the interlocutory application, as
agreed or taxed, pursuant to order 3, be paid by the Director
General of Mines to Oz Youanmi from the funds paid by St Clair,
pursuant to order 1.
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[4] Now, the application for security for costs initially related to 7 of the

10 applications for forfeiture. On 1 July 2016 Oz Youanmi was granted

an extension of time to lodge an application for exemption affecting

mining lease 57/165. And on the hearing date today, Oz Youanmi sought

leave to amend their application for security for costs to include the

remaining two applications for forfeiture being applications 469440 and

469443 affecting mining leases 57/166 and 57/167, and leave to amend

the application was duly granted. So the application for security for costs

therefore now relates to 9 of the 10 applications for forfeiture, with

application 469434 affecting mining lease 57/165 excepted.

[51 St Clair opposes the application for security for costs.

[6] In support of its application for security for costs Oz Youanmi relied

on four affidavits by Guy Simon Greet, in particular the fourth affidavit

of Guy Simon Greer affirmed 29 July 2016, which supersedes the three

prior affidavits, and the affidavit of Yang Wang, sworn 20 May 2016, and
an outline of submissions filed 19 August 2016.

[7] In opposition to the application for security for costs St Clair relied on:

affidavit of Joseph Glen Doepel sworn 24 March 2016, affidavit of
George Francis Lee sworn 30 March 2016, first affidavit of Timothy Iren

Masson sworn 30 March 2016, second Affidavit of Timothy Iren Masson

sworn 2 May 2016 and outline of submissions filed 26August 2016.

THE HEARING ON 14 SEPTEMBER 2016

[8] Now, at the hearing today, there was no further evidence led by
Oz Youanmi. There were oral submissions made by Mr Greer. Mr
Papamatheos, counsel for St Clair, made oral submissions and called Mr
Lee, director of St Clair, to give evidence. His evidence was that
following the sale of prospecting licence 15/553, the company bank
account now has a balance of approximately $180,000. This evidence
wasn't challenged in cross-examination.

[9] Now, I will just say this, St Clair did not have to adduce that evidence.
The evidence was adduced at the invitation of the court. Regulation 154
states that a warden can inform himself at a hearing in any manner that he
sees fit. In my view it was relevant to make inquiries about the cun'ent
balance of St Clair, because it was a matter raised in the submissions of
Oz Youanmi.
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[101 Having said that, St Clair did not have to call Mr Lee. They did so at
the invitation of the Warden. And just on that further, although I accept
that the onus in an application for security for costs is on the applicant for
security for costs, I do accept that an applicant can't produce certain
financial records of a respondent for security for costs. They just can't
have access to those documents. And I accept the submissions by
counsel for St Clair about concerns about these applications becoming
examinations or detailed examinations of the company's finances, but I
can say this: that it doesn't have to be [like that]. Companies, for
example, or respondents [for] security for costs' applications can provide
minimum details, such as, here is a property, here is an amount of money
held in a bank account, here are certain assets, without going into
extensive details which would respond to concerns raised by applicants
for security for costs. They don't have to go into extensive details.

SUBMISSIONS

Oz Youanmi Submissions

[111 So submissions by Oz Youanmi, in summary, are that it submits that it
will incur significant costs in defending the forfeiture proceedings
brought against it by St Clair.

[121 It submits that in the event that it is successful in defending the
forfeiture proceedings and is awarded costs, it has concerns regarding St
Clair's ability to meet such a costs order and therefore seeks an order for
security for costs.

[13] As to its concerns regarding St Clair's ability to meet adverse costs,
Oz Youanmi submits that from company and Landgate searches
conducted, St Clair has no significant assets in Western Australia. It
points to the fact that St Clair has 14,375,000 ordinary shares issued for
the total amount of $119,000; St Clair does not hold any real property in
Western Australia; and that St Clair is (and we now know "was") the
registered proprietor of prospecting licence P 15/5531.

114] Oz Youanmi points to St Clair also incun'ing its own legal costs to
Ensign Legal in the forfeiture proceedings.

[151 Oz Youanmi submits that the security application has been brought in
due course without undue delay.
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[161 OZ Youanmi submits that St Clair has not provided sufficient
evidence of its ability to meet a costs order. It did submit that in relation
to the bank balance of $121,884.48, as attested to in the affidavit of Mr
Lee, that there was no evidence that the funds were still currently
available. That has now been addressed by the evidence in court by Mr
Lee, but Oz Youanmi still submit that they don't know in the future
whether those funds will remain available to meet an adverse costs order.

[17] Oz Youanmi submits that in all the circumstances it would be
vexatious to allow the forfeiture proceedings to continue without the
payment of security for costs by St Clair.

St Clair Submissions

[18] The summary of St Clair's submissions are that St Clair submits that
on the evidence currently before the Warden, and, in particular, as per the
Doepel affidavit, it has a bona fide case for forfeiture with a strong
prospect of success.

[19] St Clair submits that the Lee Affidavit showing a bank balance for St
Clair in the sum of $121,884.48 as at 23 March 2016 and the subsequent
evidence today by Mr Lee as to a cun'ent balance of $180,000
approximately, and the company search showing $119,000 in capital paid
up prove that St Clair has sufficient assets to meet a costs order. It
submits that Youanmi has not discharged its burden to show that St Clair
will be unable to meet a costs order

[20] St Clair submits that in any event the amount claimed of $84,138 is
inflated.

[21] St Clair submits that subsequent attempts by Oz Youanmi to re-file
amended Form 5 operation further supports their applications for
forfeiture.

[22] St Clair further submits that arising fi'om Oz Youanmi's exemption
application 490283 affecting mining lease 57/165, that it is now an
applicant for its own propose and that this undermines the application for
security for costs.

1231 St Clair also submits that there has been undue delay in bringing the
security for costs application which delay has benefitted Oz Youanmi.
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THE LAW

[241 For Oz Youanmi to defend the forfeiture applications brought against
it by St Clair, it will incur legal costs. There's no doubt about that.

[251 Regulation 165(2) of the Mining Regulations 1981 (WA) [Mining
Regulations] provides that: "In addition to the power to award costs under
regulations 139 or 142, a warden hearing and determining proceedings
under Division 2 [which includes applications for forfeiture] ... may
make an order for a party's costs to be paid by another party".

[26] The power to order security for costs is set out in regulation 167 of the
Mining Regulations, which states in subsection (1): "A warden may, on
application by a respondent in proceedings under Division 2, order an
applicant in the proceedings to give security for costs". Sub-regulation (2)
goes on to the payment of that money into the Director General of Mines.

[27] Regulations 165 and 167 were introduced in 2007 by the Mining
Amendment Act 2004 and the Mining Amendment Regulations 2007.
The amendments represented a change in the warden's ability to order
costs in forfeiture applications. Although I accept that the "jealous
neighbour" system of self-regulation of mining tenements in forfeiture
applications is fundamental to the general legislative policy of the Mining
Act and Mining Regulations, this must now be balanced with the
introduction of regulations 165 and 167, that allow a successful party in
forfeiture applications to recover costs and obtain security for costs. See
Warden Calder in Berkley Resources Ltd v Limelight Industries Pry Ltd
[2010] WAMW 8 at [34] and [39].

[28] Warden Wilson in Fox Radio Hill Pty Ltd v Australian Iron Ltd
[2010] WAMW 21at [42] stated that: "The fundamental change to the
intention and policy of the legislation concerning costs is, in my opinion,
a signal to prospective applicants for forfeiture that such applications
should be reasonably based with some reasonable prospect of success,
and not merely used as a tool to lever some advantage over a tenement
holder, as often occurs, potentially for some form of gain, and without
risk of costs being imposed against an applicant if the application is
withdrawn or if they are unsuccessful after hearing".

[291 Other than reg 167 allowing a warden to order security for costs, no
further guidance on this is provided in the Mining Act or Mining
Regulations. Security for costs is also provided for in Order 25 of the
Supreme Court Rules and s 1335 of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) and
some guidance can be provided from an analysis of the law and cases
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arising from these provisions. Care must be taken however as the warden
in forfeiture proceedings acts administratively, not judicially.

[301 In Civil Procedure Western Australia by Kendall and Curthoys states
at [25.0.1] that "the discretion to order security for costs is unfettered, and
depends on an examination of all the relevant circumstances. The
circumstances in which the discretion should be exercised cannot be
stated exhaustively. They will vary from case to case ...". And at
paragraph [25.1.2] it comments that "the mere fact of the poverty of the
plaintiff will not necessarily be sufficient to justify the making of an
order, though one of the primary issues to be considered in exercising the
discretion is whether the plaintiff will be able to meet an order for costs if
he or she fails in the action". And there's referenct to Sarac v Croatian
House Hrvatski Dom (Inc) (WASC, Full Court, Lib No 950675, 12
December 1995, unreported, BC 9500144)."

[31] There are a number of well established guidelines in determining
security for costs applications and I refer toKP Cable Investments Pty Ltd
v Meltglow Pty Ltd (1995) 56 FCR 189; the case of SugarloafHill
Nominees Pty Ltd as trustee for the Richard and Anna Trust v Rewards
Projects Ltd [2011] WASC 19; and Fox Radio Hill Pty Ltd v Australian
Iron Ltd [2010] WAMW 21. In my view, following these established
guidelines, the relevant factors relating to the exercise of the discretion to
order security for costs in this case are:

i, whether the application for security for costs has been brought
promptly;

ii. the prima facie merits (as in strength and bona tides) of St Clair's
applications for forfeiture and whether they have a reasonable
prospect of success;

iii. what property within the jurisdiction may be able to satisfy an
order for costs against St Clair;

iv. whether the normal processes of the Court would be available
within the jurisdiction for enforcement of an order for costs made
against St Clair; and

V. whether the application for security for costs is oppressive in the
sense that it is being brought to deny an impecunious applicant,
being St Clair, the right to litigate.
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APPLICATION OF THE RELEVANT FACTORS

Whether the Application for Security for Costs has been brought

promptly

[321 The application for forfeiture was lodged on 17 June 2016. The

application for security costs was lodged on 19 February 2016 so that's

some 228 days later; However, the issue of security of costs was first

raised by con'espondence by Oz Youanmi back on 7 July 2015, and

subsequent to that, there have been adjournments by consent. There has

been a change of solicitors. There were negotiations with the former

solicitors, Jackson McDonald, and, in my view, looking at all the

circumstances, I don't find that the delay has been excessive. It's

borderline, but I don't find that it's been excessive on the balance of the

probabilities.

The Merit (Strength and Bona Fides) of Application for Forfeiture

[331 St Clair has filed in support of its applications for forfeiture the
Doepel affidavit sworn 24 March 2016. In his affidavit, Mr Doepel, a
consultant geologist, provides detailed evidence by way of comparison of
satellite images, that purport to show that contrary to Youanmi's claims
of expenditure, there has been no evidence of Youanmi carrying on any
mining activities in relation to tenements 57/75, 57/97, 57/109, 57/160A,
57/164, 57/165, 57/166 and 57/167.

[341 Now, Oz Youanmi have at this stage of the substantive proceedings
not filed any affidavit evidence in response, though nor have they been
required to.

[35] The evidence of Mr Doepel is by a qualified geologist and is detailed
and although it is yet to be responded to and although it has not been
tested by way of cross examination, which will occur at the hearing, the
substantive hearing, in my view it represents a strong prima facie case for
forfeiture. This is not, as Mr Papamatheos referred to in his submissions,
a case of a "blanket application" based upon a mere assertion of non-
compliance with expenditure. There is detailed evidence in Mr Doepel's
affidavit which, in my view, does represent a strong prima facie case. As
to whether that down the track amounts to a strong case will be
determined at the substantive trial, but on the evidence before me, there is
in my view a strong prima facie case.
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Property Within the Jurisdiction.

[36] I think it is relevant that prior to this application for security for costs,

on 5 August 2015, Jackson McDonald, St Clair's former solicitors offered

to pay security for costs in the sum of $30,000. Now, this sum was not

accepted by Oz Youanmi, and, although this was not for the amount

sought by Oz Youanmi, as per a draft bill of costs prepared by them, it

was, in my view, nevertheless a significant amount bearing in mind that

bills of costs are often taxed down. At the very least it showed an ability

by St Clair to access $30,000 by way of security for costs and / or costs.

[37] There's evidence of company capital. There's an ASIC search

conducted by Youanmi of St Clair shows share capital in the amount of

$119,000.

[381 Then there's the bank statement of St Clair. The Lee affidavit attests

that St Clair had a bank balance of $121,884.48 as at 23 March 2016.

Evidence by Mr Lee today is that the same account now has a balance of

approximately $180,000.

Whether Normal Processes of the Court Available for Enforcement of

any Order for Costs

[391 There is no evidence before the court to suggest that normal

enforcement processes for enforcement of any order for costs would not

be available.

Whether Application for Security of Costs is Oppressive to Impecunious

Applicant

[40] There's no submissions by St Clair that the application is oppressive,
and there is no evidence that St Clair is impecunious; in fact, the evidence
would suggest, in particular, the evidence that there's $180,000 cun'ently
in the bank account which suggests that they're not - the company is not
impecunious. So, in conclusion, defending applications for forfeiture can
incur significant legal costs.

CONCLUSION

[41] Security for costs can be ordered against applicants for forfeiture
under regulation [167] of the mining regulations. One of the factors to
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look at is the prima facie merits of St Clair's applications for forfeiture
and whether they have a reasonable prospect of success. This is because
applications for forfeiture can be brought on the basis of mere assertions
of non-compliance with expenditure conditions which can then put the
respondent to considerable time and expense to prove otherwise. Based
on the Doepel affidavit, at this stage of the proceedings I am satisfied that
St Clair has a prima facie case with at least a reasonable prospects of
success.

[421 Another factor to look at is whether St Clair has the capacity to pay a
costs order if one were to be made. Now, as I've stated, there was an offer
offer to provide security for costs in the sum of $30,000, which, in my
view, represented a significant offer.

[431 Subsequent to that, there's evidence that St Claire had $121,000 in its
bank account as at March 2016 and further evidence today by Mr Lee that
there's a current balance of now approximately $180,000. So, on all of
this evidence, I am satisfied on the balance of probabilities that St Clair
does have access to funds sufficient to meet a costs order and, in relation
to Mr Greer's comments, "Well, how do we know what's going to be
there in the future," well, we never know what's going to be there in the
future and the court doesn't have to be satisfied on that, it just has to be
satisfied as to whether there are sufficient funds to meet a costs order, in
my view - well, if there is a sufficient - if there's a capacity to pay a
costs order, in my view, on the evidence before me, there is.

[441 And I will just say this, that without the evidence of the $180,000
which was given by Mr Lee today, on the balance of probabilities I would
have made the same finding that, in my view, on the evidence of the offer
to pay $30,000 security for costs by Jackson McDonald and on the
evidence of the $121,884 that, in my view, was sufficient evidence for me
to make the same finding. So even without this additional evidence that
was given today I would have made the same finding that St Clair, in my
view, does have the capacity to pay a costs order. So, accordingly, based
on that finding, I make no order as to security for costs.

[451 [I further order that] Clair's costs of the application for security for
costs To include an allowance for the affidavit of Mr Doepel sworn 24
March 2016 as a disbursement or allowance to witness be paid by Oz
Youanmi to be taxed if not agreed.

Warden Hall
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